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Abstract

A number of counterexamples have recently been leveled against Alvin
Plantinga's Proper Functionalism, counterexamples camed at showing that
Plantinga's theory fads to provzde sufficzent conditions for warrant — that
elusive episterruc property which together with true belief yields knowledge
Among these counterexamples, Laurence Bonjour s is perhaps the most
formulable and, if successful, shows that Proper Functionalism is simp/y
too weak to serve as an acceptable theory of warrant In this paper, I ar
gue that, contrary to mitial appearances, BonJour's counterexample is not
successful More exctctly, I argue that, once it is recognized that a defeci-
sibility constramt is deeply embedded within Plantinga's proper function
conchtion for warrant — a constramt which says, in effect, that a behef B
is warranted for an agent S only zf S does not possess any defeaters agaznst
B — BonJour's counterexample to Proper Functionalzsm can be handled
quite strcaghtforwardly

A number of counterexamples have recently been leveled agamst
Alvin Plantinga's Proper Functionalism, counterexamples aimed at
showmg that Plantinga's theory falis to provide sufficient conditions
for warrant — that eluswe epistemic property which together with
true behef yields knowledge Among these counterexamples, Lau
rence Bonjour's is perhaps the most forrnidable and, if successful,
shows that Proper Functionalism is simply too weak to serve as an
acceptable theory of warrant (Bonjour 1996) In this paper, I argue
that, contrary to minai appearances, Bonjour's counterexample is
not successful More exactly, I argue that, once it is recognized that a
defeasibility constramt is deeply embedded within Plantinga's proper
function conclition for warrant — a constraint which says, in effect,
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that a behef B is warranted for an agent S only if S does not pos-
sess any defeaters against B — BonJour's counterexample to Proper
Functionalism can be handled quite straightforwardly The presence
of a defeasibility constramt within the proper function condttion for
warrant draws attentton to an importara but often neglected feature
regardmg Proper Functionalism, viz , that, contrary to mmal appear
atices, there extsts an mternahst constraint within Plantinga's other-
wise broadly externalist theory of warrant

1 Planunga's Proper Funcuonahsm and BonJour's
Counterexample

Let the term "warrant" designate that possibly complex property,
whatever it may be, which when conjomed with true behef will peld
knowledge In his Warrant and Proper Functton (Plantmga 1993, here
after "WPF") Plantinga argues that the core idea behmd warrant is,
appropnately enough, proper function More exactly, accordmg to
Plantinga, In order for an agent S's behef B to be warranted it must
be the case that B is the product of a behef-forming faculty that is
functioning properly There are other condmons as well The behef-
forming faculty that produces B must be functioning m an appropn-
ate epistemic environment and it must have as its prtmary aim the
production of true beltefs Furthermore, the behef forming faculty
must be rehable That is to say, it must truth conducive The heart
of Plantinga's theory nonetheless is found in the ci.= that warrant
requires that one's behef forrrung faculties be functiomng properly
Plantinga formulates his theory of warrant — call it "Proper Func
tionahsm" or simply "PF" — roughly as follows 1

PF For any agent S and behef B, B has warrant for S if and only
tf

(Cl) B is produced in S by a behef formmg faculty that is function
ing properly

(C2) B is produced in S by a behef formmg faculty that is function-
ing In an appropnate epistemic environment

(C3) the segment of the design plan governing the production of
B is aimed at the production of true behefs
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(C4) the segment of the design plan governing the production of
B is rehable, that is, it is well-designed or truth-conducwe 2

To be sure, thts is a bare-bones version of PF and many important
details need to be filled tu, details which Plantmga does fill m In
WPF, but the general idea is clear enough Accordmg to PF, a be
lig has warrant for you just in case your behef is produced in you by
a behef-forming faculty that is functioning properly In an appropnate
epistemic environment accordmg to a design plan that is successfully
aimed at the production of true behefs And if such a behef is true, it
is an mstance of knowledge

Plantinga claims that PF provides the conditions that are each
necessary and jomtly sufficient for warrant (1993, p 19) Now, aside
from the quesnon as to whether PF provides necessary conditions
for warrant, Laurence Bonjour has recently argued that PF clearly
falis to provide sufficient conditions for warrant PF falis to provide
sufficient condittons, says Bonjour, because it's possible to construct
counterexamples where an agent S and a behef B satisfy (Cl) through
(C4), but where B, in the intuitwe sense, fails to be warranted for S

Let's have a closer look at Bonjour's argument
Bonjour asks us to imagine the case of Bom, a human bemg who

is designed by God and who is in most respects normal (1996, p 58)
There is one respect In which Bons is not normal, however, and it is
this, God has implanted deep within Bons's bram a very narrow and
specialized behef-forming faculty designed to guarantee that Bons
will have a true behef about some monumentally important future
state of affairs More precisely, the behef-forming faculty is designed
In such a way that at some speafic future time before the world as
we know it comes to an end with the Second Commg, Bons will be
caused to have the behef with "maximal firmness and conviction"
that this event is about to occur (Bonjour 1996, p 58)

Now, suppose the designated time has come and that Bons finds
himself with the relevant behef, viz , the behef that

(p) The world as we know it is about to come to an end

According to Bonjour, conditions (Cl) through (C4) of PF are ali ev
idently sansfied Bons's behef-formmg faculty is functioning properly
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in a suitable epistemic environment, the behef formmg faculty gov-
eriung the production of Borts's behef has as ris atra the production
of a true behef, and, we may suppose, Bons's behef-forming faculty is
rehable Accordmg to Bonjour, however, Bons's beheving p does not
appear to be warrctnted (In the intuitive sense) since Bom would be
thoroughly irrational and epistemically irresponsible In accepting p
It would, for example, not be

ratzonal for Bons to act on this behef, e g, by selhng his house to
buy full-page ads proclannmg the forthcorrung event or canceling bis
life insurance policies (as of the date of the expected occurrence)
(Bonjour 1996, p 59)

Indeed, accordmg to Bonjour, Bons has "lots of reasons for bemg
suspicious of behefs of this kmd and none that is apparent for trusting
them" (1996, p 59) Although he doesn't quite state it this way,
Bonjour's objection to PF seems to amount to somethmg like this p
falis to be warranted for Bons beca use there are other behefs that Bons
already holds which funcnon as evidence or reasons for thmking that
p is fcdse In other words, Bons's belteving p falis to be warranted
because Bons has access to a number of defeateis for p On the basts
of this counterexample Bonjour concludes that Plantinga's PF is too
weak and, consequently, a mistaken theory of warrant

Prima facte, Bonjour appears to be nght, Conchnons (Cl) through
(C4) do appear to be satisfied Hence, the Bons counterexample
does seem to show that PF falis to provide sufficient conditions for
warrant I beheve, however, that a careful readmg of WPF reveals
that Plantmga has the resources within his theory of warrant to show
that Bonjour's counterexample is merely apparent As I mennoned
at the outset, once it is recognized that a defeasibility constratnt is
deeply embedded within the proper funcnon condition for warrant or
(Cl) — a constraint which says, in effect, that a behef B is warranted
for an agent S only if S does not possess any defeaters agamst B —
one can see that the offendmg counterexample can be handled quite
straightforwardly

Before I continue, I should pomt out that Plantinga nowhere In
WPF explicitly states that a deteasibility constramt is to be embedded
within the proper funcnon condinon tor warrant Rather, this con
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stratnt appears to be entatled by the workings of what Planta-1ga calls
a "defeater system" which is ttself subsumed under the proper func-
non condition So in order to derive a defeasibihty constraint from
this condition it will be necessary to have a somewhat detailed look
at Plantinga's notion of a defeater system To this we shall now turn

2 The Defeater System

Accordmg to Plantmga, included within the general doxastic appa
ratus for humans is the defeater system — that is, a behef forming
faculty that manages or regulates the vanous changes that can take
place within an agent's set of behefs over time More will be said
later on the defeater system — on how exactly ti is supposed to func-
non and so on — but for now let us simply highlight the fact that
for Plantinga the proper funcnon condinon for warrant, (Cl), is to
be construed broadly so as to apply to the proper functioning of one's
defeater system As Plantinga states

The defeater system works m nearly every arca of our cognitive de-
sign plan and is a most important part of it We must therefore ex-
plicitly understand the proper function condition of warrant [Cl] as
applymg to the relevant pornons of the defeater system (1993, p 41,
itahcs added )

And again, Plantmga says that a behef B has warrant for you only
if

the cogninve faculnes mvolved in the production of B are function-
ing properly (and this is to mclude the relevant defeater systems )
(1993, p 194, itahcs added )

For Plannnga, then, the defeater system is an essential component
of our general doxasnc apparatus Moreover, and most tmportantly,
Plantinga wants the proper function condition for warrant to extend
to the proper functioning of one's defeater system That the proper
funcnon condinon for warrant is to extend to the proper functionmg
of one's defeater system is repeatedly overlooked within the hterature
discussing Plantinga's PF 3 Indeed, it is clear from Bonjour's article
that Bonjour also falis to recognize that the proper funcnon condition
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requires exphcit reference to a defeater system Let us remedy das
oversight and make this feature of Plantinga's PF explicit with the
following narrow "defeater system" version of (Cl)

(Cl ds) For any agent S and behef B, B is warranted for S only tf Ss
defeater system is functioning properly 4

Now, (Clds) is fine as far as it goes but the condmon needs some
unpacking stnce it doesn't say what it is for a defeater system to be
furicuoning properly As Plantmga notes, when something is function-
ing properly, tt functions so as to fulfill a particular purpose (1993,
p 13) Additionally, when somethmg is funcnoning properly, it does
not function merety to fulfill a particular purpose but also to fulfill that
purpose In a particular way For example, a microwave is designed to
cook, heat, and defrost food, and it is designed to do so In a particular
way There will be a complex set of spectfications, or what Plantinga
calls a "design plan", which determines how the microwave is to ful-
fill its purpose Plantinga thmks that broadls the same pomt can be
made with respect to our behef formmg faculnes He thinks that our
behef-torming faculnes are designed, at least in part, to furmsh us
with true beliefs about ourselves, our environment, abstract objects,
etc, But thts does not happen In any old way smce our behef-forming
faculnes are designed to function in a particular way accordmg to a
particular design plan

To ask what it means to say that a defeater system is function-
ing properly, then, is really just to inquire about the defeater system's
design plan So we can ask, how is the defeater system designed to
function ? What is its goal or purpose ? From what I can gather from
Plantinga's discussion on the matter, the defeater system appears to
be a sort of doxasnc manager or regulator and it is designed to en
sure that the appropnate revisions take place within an agent's set of
beltefs given that that agent has acquired any defeaters for those be
hefs 5 With thts In mmd, we can formulate a somewhat more precise
version of (Cl ds), (Clids)

(C1'ds) For any agent S and beltef B, B is warranted for S only if S's
defeater system is functioning In such a way that it will carry
out the appropnate revistons within S's set of behets given
that S has acquired any defeaters agamst B
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Plantinga provides us with a number of examples which illustrate
in an intuttive way how the defeater system is designed to funcnon
A simplified version of one of his examples goes like this 6 Suppose
Jones enters a factory and sees an assembly une on which there rest
a number of widgets that appear to be red Betng appeared to red
widgetly, Jones, naturally enough, forms the behef that he sees a num
ber of red widgets This behef has a certam amount of warrant for
Jones Suppose, however, that at some later time the factory foreman
informs Jones that the widgets are not red — they're actually green
— but just appear that way because they are bemg irradtated by a
red hght which helps the workers in quality control to detect possible
hairhne fractures Since Jones now possesses a defeater for las be
hef that the widgets he sees are red, accordmg to Plantinga, Jones's
defeater system will engage and specify that the appropnate doxastic
response is for Jones to revise his set of behefs and come to beheve
that it is false that the vvidgets are red Consequently, Jones no longer
beheves that he sees red widgets 7

The basic idea here, then, is that our behef formmg faculnes are
designed in such a way that, for example, when you are appeared
to in a certam manner you will (cetens par/bus) form a certam behef
When you are appeared to red widgetly, you will (cetens panbus) form
the behef that you see red widgets But our behef formmg faculnes,
and in particular our defeater system, will also specify circumstances
under which you will have to revise your set of behefs and come to
beheve it is false that you see red widgets despite the fact that you
are appeared to red widgetly 8 These circumstances would include,
for example, your commg to learn that the widgets, despite appear
ances, are not teci So ultimately a properly functumtng defeater sys-
tem, along with the rest of our behet-forming faculnes, aims at the
production and sustenance of true behefs and the avoidance of false
behefs In other words, our behef-forming faculnes are truth-atmed 9

Thus, to say as (Clds) does, that S's beltef B is warranted only
tf S's defeater system is functioning propeily is simply to say that S's
defeater system is functioning in such a way that it will carry out
the appropnate revisions within S's set of behefs In the relevant cir-
cumstances, i e , in those circumstances In which S has acquired any
defeaters against B 10
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3 The Defeastbility Constraint

We now have at least a rough idea as to what's packed into (Cl)
I have not yet, however, formulated the defeasibility constraint that
1 ciam" is embedded within that condition In order to do so we
must take an even closer look at the workings of the defeater system
Recall how the defeater system works in the case of Jones Assuming,
as Plantinga does, that Jones's truth aimed behef forrning faculties
are tunctioning properly, Jones's appearing to red widgetly at time ti
warrants his beheving

(q) The widgets on the assembly lime are red

ar t i That is to say, Jones's beheving q at t i is warranted for him
on the baus of his being appeared to red widgetly ar t i When Jones
acquires a deteater for q at t2 , however, Jones's defeater system en
gages and specifies that Jones come to beheve the dental of q at t2
Consequently, Jones no longer believes q ar t 2 Moreover, and most
importantly, since the warrant q had for Jones has been defeated by
Jones's getting warrant for q's dental, q is no longer warranted for Jones
at t 2 12

The basic idea here is that if you come to acquire a defeater for
your otherwise warranted beliet B ar some time and your defeater
system responds in the way ir was designed to respond by specifying
that you come to hold B's dental, then B cannot be warranted for
you at that time Stated a little more smoothly if you come to pos
sess a deteater for your belief B at some time, then, given how your
defeater system is designed to tuncnon, B cannot be warranted for
you ar that time The tollowing, thus seems to follow quite natu
rally from Plantinga s view of how the deteater system is designed to
tunc non

(a) For xny agent S behet B and time t if S possesses a deteater
for 13 ar t then 13 is not warmted for S at t

Now suppose as before that Jones s truth aimed behet torming
faculties are functioning properly at t i that Jones comes to beheve
q upon being appeared to red widgetly at t i , but that Jones does not
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come to acquire a defeater for q at the later time t2 Smce in this
counterfactual case Jones fails to possess a defeater for q at t 2 , Jones's
defeater system will not engage and specify that he come to believe
q's dental at t2 13 Consequently, q will remam warranted for Jones at
t2 Thus, ci is warranted for Jones at 1 2 only if Jones does not pos
sess a defeater for q at t2 More generally, in order for a behef B of
yours to be warranted at some time, it must be the case that you not
possess any defeaters against B at that time Thus, along with (a) ,
the followmg No Defeater Constramt (NDC) seems to follow from
Plantinga's wew of how the defeater system works

(NDC) For any agent S, behef B, and time t, B is warranted for S at
t only tf S does not possess any defeaters for B at t 14

Since (NDC) is entailed by the workings of the defeater system,
and since the defeater system is intended by Plantmga to be sub
sumed under (Cl), it follows that (NDC) is entailed by (Cl) as well
Hence, as promised, there appears to be a defeasibility constramt
deeply embedded within (Cl), and more generally within Plantinga's
Proper Functionaltsm

4 BonJour's Counterexample Revisited

Recall Bonjour's "Bons" counterexample to PF Accordmg to Bon
Jour we are to imagine that God has implanted deep within Bons's
brain a narrow and specialized bebei forming faculty designed to
guarantee that Bons will come to have the true behef that

(p) The wor/d as we know it is about to end

Now, suppose the designated time comes and that Bons finds him-
self beheving p with maximal finnness and convictton According to
Bonjour, condittons (Cl) through (C4) are ali satisfied but it doesn't
look like Bons's beheving p is warranted since Bons has access to a
number of defeaters for p — that is, reasons or evidence for thinking
that p is false The upshot according to Bonjour is that, since it's pos
sible to come up with cases in which an agent S and a belief B satisty
(Cl) through (C4) but where B intuitively fads to be warranted for
S, PF is simply too weak to serve as an acceptable theory of warrant
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However, Bonjour is dearly mistaken in thinking that (Cl)
through (C4) are sansfied since (NDC) which, as we have seen,
is embedded in (Cl) and hence one of the condmons necessary for
warrant — is clearly not sansfied Say that (NDC) is sansfied by a be-
hef B just in case the agent holding B does not possess any defeaters
against B With this definition in hand, we can see that (NDC)
obviously not sansfied m the case of Bons smce, as Bonjour himself
seems to admit, Bons does possess defeaters agamst p If Bons beheves
roughly the same sorts of thmgs that you and I beheve, then Bons
will presumably beheve that it is false, or, at the very least, extremely
doubtful that humans can mstannate clairvoyant powers, Bons
beheve that behets that pop into one's head "out of nowhere", as
it were, ought to be treated as doxasncally suspect, Bons will beheve
that acttng on such behefs, say by sellmg one's house to "buy full page
ads proclaiming the forthcommg event" or "canceling [one's] hfe m-
surance policies" would be plamly irrational, and so on In sum,
looks like Bons has lots of reasons for thinking that p is false If this
nght, then, contrary to minai appearances, BonJour's counterexam
pie simply does not sansfy the conditions that PF lays down as each
necessary and jomtly suffictent for warranted behef Hence, Bon-
Jour's counterexample falis to show that Plantinga's PF is too weak
to serve as an acceptable theory ot warrant

Contrary to what Bonjour seems to think, then, Plantinga's PF
is not committed to holding that p is warranted for Bons It's not
warranted And this is simply because one necessary conchnon for
warrant, namely (NDC), is not sansfied 15

Orle final point At hrst blush, Plantinga's PF certainly appears
to be an externalist theory ot warrant 16 'RIS is how Plantinga's PF
is standardly mterpreted The presence ot (NDC) within (Cl), how
ever, suggests that things are not quite so neat and tidy (NDC) de
mands th-it in order for a beliet of yours to be warranted, it must be
the c lse that you possess no defeaters agatnst that behef But this
is something to which one has cognitive access That is to say, one
can teu l by rcflution alone whether or not one has defeaters for one's
behets (NDC), thus, is really an Internaltst constraint on warranted
beliet The presence ot (NDC) within (Cl), thus, Inghlights an
port int but often neglected f tet regarding Plantinga's PF, viz , that,
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gardmg the internahst elements of Ah In Goldman's externahst theory of
warrant — Process Rehabilism — see Thomas Senor's uneresting "The
Pnma/Ulttma Facte Justificanon Distmcnon In Eptstemology" (Senor 1996)
I thank an anonymous referee for bnngmg das arucle to my attention
' My thanks to Alvin Plantinga for e-mail correspondence which led to
the wnting of this paper, and to Stephen T Davis and Gabnelle Ruloff for
helpful comments and suggesnons on an earher draft
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11 And which Bonjour falis to recognize
12 As Plantinga puts ir in a slightly different context, "Here the first behef
[g] gets defeated, and its warrant chsappears by virtue of your gettmg warrant
for another behef [-A] mconsistent vvith e (Plantmga 1993, p 42, italics
added )
13 Jones's defeater system will remam idling, as it were
14 I should add here that there are different versions of (NDC), some strong-
er than others A strong version states that B is warranted for S at t only if S
does not consczously beheve that she possesses a defeater for B at t A weaker
version states that B is warranted for S at t only if S does not beheve upon
bnef reflectzon that she possesses a defeater for B at t For more on this issue,
see Sudduth (1999, pp 171, 184, footnote 12), and Michael Bergmann
(2000)
15 The general une of argument that I have advanced here on Plantinga's
behalf has been has been deployed by Plantinga himself in his reply to Keith
Lehrer's counterexample, a counterexample that (as was pointed out in
note 3) is similar to BonJour's According to Lehrer's counterexample we
are to imagine the case of Mr Truetemp, an agent who, unbeknownst to
him, has a small temperature-sensing device in his bram that is designed
to regularly produce in lum the true behef that bis bochly temperature is 98
degrees The problem, as Lehrer sees it, is that, while the example appears
to satisfy Plantinga's conditions for warrant, Mr Truetemp cannot at any
time ciam to know that his bodily temperature is 98 degrees Hence, PF is
too weak to serve as an acceptable theory of warrant As Plantinga points
out in his reply, however, Mr Truetemp has a defectter for his behef regarchng
his bodily temperature Says Plantinga

As I see tt Truetemp hls a defeater for Ias behef tn the fact that (as he no
doubt thtnks) he is conçtructed hke other human betngs and none of them
Fias thts [temperature senstng] abdtty furthermore everyone Fie meets scoffs
or smtles at his ciam that he does have tt Truetemp s defeater means that
his behef does not meet the condatons for warrmt hence (contra Lehrer)
he doesn t constante a counterexample to my analysts of warrant (Kvanvig
333)

I thank an anonymous referee for bringing Plantinga's reply to Lehrer to my
attention
16 PF is externalzst since the satisfaction of conditions (Cl) through (C4) are
not the sorts of things to which an agent typically has epistemic access
17 Plantinga is not the only epistemologist who incorporates internahst el-
ements into a broadly externalist theory of warrant For a discussion re-
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A little more will be said m secnon 3 on Plantmga's nonon of a "design
plan", however
2 For a full statement of PF, see Plantinga 1993, p 19 For an even fuller
statement see Plantmga 1993, p 194
3 So far as I can teu, only two wraers — namely, Michael Sudduth and
Michael Bergmann — formally acicnowledge that the proper function con-
chnon for warrant is to apply to the proper functioning of one's defeater
system See Michael Sudduth (1999), and Michael Bergmann (1997)
Strangely, Keith Lehrer recogruzes that the proper function conclition for
warrant requires exphat reference to a defeater system, but offers a Bon-
Jounan-style counterexample to Proper Functionaltsm whose very success
depends on zgnonng this feature of Proper Functionalism See Keith Lehrer
(1996, p 31)
4 'The subscnpt "ds" stands for "defeater system"
5 Or, as Sudduth puts it, the defeater system is "a cognitive subsystem that is
designed to regulate mochfications In a persorfs noenc structure gwen new
expertences and the acquisttion of new behefs which come with social expo-
sure, mental maturation, and education In short, these are specifications as
to the correct or proper ways of changmg behefs in response to expenence
(doxasnc or otherwtse)" (Sudduth 1999, p 169)
6 I ignore here Plantinga's chstincnon between "undercutting" and "rebut-
ting" defeaters For more on this chstinction and how a plays itself out m
the present example see Plantinga 1993, p 41
7 Presumably, a failure of Jones's defeater system to engage (which would
result In no revistons in Jones's set of behefs) would mchcate that Jones's
defeater system is malfunctioning, 1 e, not functioning m the way a was
deszgned to funcnon Generally, then, if an agent S acquires a defeater for
a behef B, then some sort of reviston has got to take place within S's set of
behefs
8 Or, at the very least, your defeater system will specify circumstances un-
der wluch you come to beheve less firmly that you see red widgets despite
the fact that you are appeared to red-widgetly For more on the range of
responses available to one's defeater system, see Sudduth 1999, p 169
9 Plantinga 1993, p 41 For more on defeaters and defeater systems, see
Sudduth 1999, pp 169-71
10 As Sudduth points out (and as was pointed out In note 7), a fadure of S's
defeater system to carty out the approprtate revisions withm S's set of behefs
gwen that S has acqutred a defeater for B would indicate that S's defeater
system is malfunctioning In such a case B would cease to be warranted for
S (Sudduth 1999, p 170)
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contrary to minai appearances, there exists an internalist constramt
within Plantinga's otherwise broadly externalist theory of warrant 17

And it is only by neglecttng this internalist constraint that counterex
amples such as Bonjour's gain any plausibility 18
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Notes

1 I shall assume here that the followmg construal of Plantinga's proper func-
tionalism is sufficiendy familiar to the reader to need no special explanation


